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Abstract
Counter Rotating Turbine (CRT) is an axial turbine with a nozzle followed by a rotor and another rotor that rotates in
the opposite direction of the first one. Axial spacing between blade rows plays major role in its performance. Present
work involves computationally studying the performance and flow field of CRT with axial spacing of 10, 30 and 70%
for different mass flow rates. The turbine components are modeled for all the three spacing. Velocity, pressure, entropy
and Mach number distributions across turbine stage are analyzed. Effect of spacing on losses and performance in case of
stage, Rotor1 and Rotor2 are elaborated. Results confirm that an optimum axial spacing between turbine components can
be obtained for the improved performance of CRT.
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1. Introduction
Increasing demand for the improvement of efficiency, reduction of weight and consideration of fuel consumption in case of
aircraft engines lead the researchers to arrive at an unconventional turbine known as counter rotating turbine that has two rotors.
Conventional axial flow turbine consists of stationary vanes (nozzles) and rotating blade rows (rotors) consequently placed in the
flow path. In case of counter rotating turbines, nozzle will be followed by a rotor and then a second rotor that rotates in the
opposite direction of the first one. It means that the blade rows are joined to two shafts with opposite direction of rotation. Such
placement of flow path elements gives benefits, but needs special approach to organize flow inside the turbine. Special attention
must be paid to the selection of optimal rotation speed and flow radial equilibrium conditions. Modern aerodynamic designs,
computational and optimization methodologies allow us to fulfill this task in the shortest period of time with the highest gain in
turbine performance. Other than the advantages mentioned earlier, it can reduce the torque on aircrafts that results in increasing
maneuverability. Also, vane elimination in CRT helps in increasing the efficiency and decreasing the stage weight and axial length.
Efficiency of a two-stage CRT was first analyzed in terms of work and speed requirements by Wintucky and Stewart [1]. It was
assumed that the advantage aspect might be due to the removal of the inter-stage stator. Ozgur and Nathan [2] considered a
particular counter rotating turbine stage with and without guide vanes that has axial inlet and outlet velocities, equal rotation
speeds and specific work in each blade row. Louis [3] analyzed both the types of CRTs and found that stage loading coefficients
were higher when compared with the conventional one. As far as the computational studies on counter rotating turbines are
concerned, Ji et al. [4] of Chinese Academy of Sciences was the first to investigate about the work capability of vaneless CRT.
Zhao et al. [5] found that using CRT with the same number of stages as in the prototype, it would be possible to obtain the same
performance level, with decrement in turbine axial length by 30% and weight by eliminating vanes.
Studies have been made to investigate the effect of axial spacing on the aerodynamic performance of turbine stage, and some
efforts among them revealed the importance of unsteadiness and the mechanism of losses in turbomachinery. Venable et al. [6] and
Yamada et al. [7] studied the influence of axial spacing between the blade rows on the aerodynamic performance in a turbine stage
and found increment of axial spacing to be advantageous. On the other hand, the experimental and numerical analysis of Jeong et
al. [8] revealed decrement of efficiency with the increase in axial spacing in case of a supersonic impulse turbine. Also, Gaetani et
al. [9] and Kikuchi et al. [10] reported that it was possible to achieve higher turbine efficiency with decreased axial spacing.
Investigations on impulse turbine by Sadovnichiy et al. [11] discovered drop in efficiency when the axial spacing was increased
for one configuration, but for another configuration the efficiency remained almost unchanged. Since the performance variation
with respect to axial spacing is not clear from the literature, it is needed to conduct a study that would bring more information
about the effect of this constraint. Also, the effect of axial spacing in case of CRT has not been studied yet. In this context, present
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Grid independ
dence study.
k primarily aim
ms at studyingg the effect off varying axiaal spacing on the
t performan
nce and flow ffield of CRT. Mass flow rattes of
work
3-7.5
5 kg/s per dom
main and axiall spacing of 10
0, 30 and 70%
% are considerred in the present investigatition.

2. Methodolog
M
gy
Computational
C
l domain of CRT
C
consists of Nozzle, Rootor 1 and Ro
otor 2 as show
wn in Fig.1. M
Modified detaills of the geom
metric
conffiguration obtaained from Drring et al. [12
2] are shown iin Table 1. Tiip clearance iss considered ffor the rotor. Each
E
axial spacing
and stage requiress modeling annd grid generaation of fluid domain consiisting of all th
he componentts. Model is generated
g
usinng the
Carteesian coordinaates for the huub, tip and blaade. X-axis is chosen as thee axis of revollution. Flow iss treated as peeriodic and doomain
of th
he nozzle is taaken with thrree blades and
d that of rotorrs is taken wiith four bladees to reduce th
the computatio
onal time andd cost
substantially. For grid generatiion, tetra messhing is usedd. For improv
ved mesh quallity, it incorpporates a pow
werful smootheening
algorrithm as well as tools for loocal adaptive mesh
m
refinem
ment and coarseening. For bettter modeling of near-wall physics
p
of thee flow
field
d, prism meshiing is done thhat consists off layers near th
the boundary surfaces and tetrahedral
t
eleements in the interior. Moddeling
and meshing
m
of thhe computationnal domain arre done using the commercial software ANSYS®
A
ICE
EM CFD 13.0. Mesh distribbution
is do
one to providee sufficiently large
l
number of elements inn the tip clearance region, near
n the leadinng and trailing
g edges and arround
the blade.
b
Nozzlee, Rotor 1 andd Rotor 2 con
nsist of aboutt 2.0, 2.0 and
d 2.5 million elements resppectively. CFX
X 13.0 is useed for
simu
ulations. Totaal pressure at nozzle inlet and mass floow rate at ro
otor 2 outlet are specifiedd as boundary
y conditions. Flow
param
meters are as shown in Tabble 2. Inlet flo
ow is assumedd to be uniform
m with no swiirl. Air ideal ggas is consideered as the woorking
fluid
d. All surfaces viz. hub annd tip end waalls and the bblade surfaces are given sm
mooth wall w
with no-slip bo
oundary conddition.
Rotaational periodiicity is enforcced about the axis
a of rotatioon. Standard k-ω
k based Sheear Stress Trannsport (SST) model is usedd as it
acco
ounts for the trransport of turrbulent shear stress and thee amount of flo
ow separation
n under adversse pressure gradients. In ordder to
see that
t the resultss are not depeendent on the grid
g size, gridd independencce study is carried out by chhanging the nu
umber of elem
ments.
Figu
ure 2 shows thhe Cp distributtion in case of
o nozzle for tthree grid sizees. It is observ
ved that the reesults are not changing witth the
num
mber of elemennts. Also, this study is helpfful in selectingg the grid size for further an
nalysis.
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Table 1 Blade configuration used in CRT
Parameters
Number of airfoils
Hub radius (mm)
Tip radius (mm)
Tip clearance (mm)

Nozzle

Rotor 1

22
610
762-776
0

28
610
776-790
2.28

Rotor 2
28
610
790-805
2.28

Table 2 Flow parameters used in the simulation
Parameters

Values
480
600
1%
3-7.5

Inlet temperature (K)
RPM of rotors
Inlet flow turbulence
Mass flow rate per
domain (kg/s)

3. Results Analysis
3.1 Validation
Simulation results are validated with the experiments conducted in a one and one-half stage large scale rotating turbine rig at
the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC), USA. Pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution of rotor and stator are used for
comparison with the experimental values of Dring et al. [12] as shown in Fig. 3. In case of rotor, flow accelerates smoothly from
the leading edge to trailing edge on the pressure side. On the suction surface, there is a peak velocity near the leading edge
followed by acceleration to the throat. From the throat, flow decelerates smoothly to the trailing edge without separation. The
agreement is excellent except for a small region on the suction side where the simulation trough is visible at the leading edge. In c
ase of stator, on the pressure side, there is distinct nature of flow near the leading edge because of rotor flow incidence. After that
the velocity decreases till throat and then accelerates. On the suction surface, flow accelerates smoothly towards the mid-chord of
the vane. From throat, flow decelerates smoothly to the trailing edge without separation. Simulation values are in agreement
except for a small region on the pressure side where the peak amplitude is shifted to the left of the experimental one. Comparison
is also made with the potential flow calculation presented by Caspar et al. [13]. Overall, the match between the simulation and
experimentation is good in both rotor and stator cases.
3.2 Velocity distribution and flow around the vanes
Figure 4 describes the streamlines of velocity along the mid-span of the blade passage for x/ch = 30%. Flow along the blade
passage at mid-span locations turns with the passage contour and effectively follows ideal behaviour. At zero degree angle of
incidence, the streamline splits at the stagnation corresponding to the blade leading edge with one patch moving along the pressure
side and the other moving along the suction side of the blade. Pressure gradient from one side to another side of the vane leads to
development of secondary flows. In case of nozzle, on the pressure side, velocity increases steadily from leading edge to the
trailing edge because of the reduction in pressure. Along the suction surface, velocity initially increases towards the throat, starts
decreasing downstream of the throat. The peak velocity corresponds to the location of the minimum Cp on the suction surface, as
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f
beyond thhis changes direction and follows
f
the blaade shape. In case of rotors, on the suctioon surface, veelocity increasses up
the flow
to th
he throat and then deceleraates towards the trailing e dge. On the pressure
p
surfaace, velocity decreases up to mid-chordd and
slow
wly increases toowards end off the vane. Flo
ow around Noozzle, Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 is clearly show
wn in the figurre separately.
3.3 Static
S
pressurre, axial veloccity and Mach number disstributions
Figure
F
5 show
ws the static prressure distrib
bution along w
with velocity vectors
v
at the mid-chord off Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 for x/ch
x
=
70%
%. Leakage of flow through the tip gap an
nd tip clearancce vortex is seeen along with
h the velocityy vectors. It is also observedd that
theree is low pressuure zone at thee entry to the tip gap and att the core of th
he tip clearancce vortex. Sam
me pattern is observed
o
in caase of
Roto
or 2 as well. F
Figure 6 showss contours of axial velocityy coefficient (n
normalized by
y tip velocity) at the exit off Rotor 1 and Rotor
R
2 forr x/ch = 10%. From hub too tip, velocity
y coefficient vvalues changed considerably in both the rotors. Veloccity levels aree high
near the trailing eedge than nearr the end walll. It is seen thhat the flow behavior
b
is sim
milar at the exxit of rotors. Figure
F
7 show
ws the
distrribution of Maach number frrom hub to tip
p for rotor blaade rows in case
c
of 30% sp
pacing. At rot
otor inlet, the Mach numberrs are
high near the hub than the tip. Mach numberr values increeased at the leading edge reegions of the vvanes near thee tip and decreased
near the hub alongg the span tow
wards the exitt of the CRT stage. These axial velocity
y and Mach nu
number distrib
butions indicatte the
threee-dimensionallity and compllex nature of the
t flow in CR
RT.

Figg. 4 Velocity streamlines aand distributiion across the stage for 330% spacing..

F
Fig. 5 Static pressure disstribution withh velocity veectors at the mid-chord o f Rotor 1 an
nd Rotor 2.
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Figg. 6 Axial velocity
v
coeffi
ficient at the exit of Roto
or 1 and Roto
tor 2.

Fig. 7 Macch number ddistribution att various secttions of CRT
T.

Fig. 8 Entropy at th
the exit of Rotor
R
1 with axial spacingg.
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Fig. 12 Torque from rotors with flow rate.
3.4 Entropy and total pressure difference
Entropy values enable us to identify losses as well as wake generation regions. Figure 8 shows the entropy distribution at the
exit plane of Rotor 1. The entropy generation inside the rotor is due to the rotational effects and due to non-uniform inlet flow
from the nozzle. At x/ch = 10%, the entropy generation is less, but the strength of the wakes and vortices is more because of
improper mixing at the interface. Interestingly, the loss core regions are more in case of lesser and higher spacing than the
intermediate one (30%). The high loss region near the mid-passage is recognized in the form of wakes formed near rotor trailing
edge. With respect to the spacing and mass flow rate, total pressure losses in the rotors vary significantly. Total pressure across the
turbine stage with axial spacing and mass flow rate is shown in Fig. 9. Same outline of pressure variation is observed in all the
spacing. But, the magnitude of difference in rotors varied. For the flow rate of 4.5 kg/s considered here, pressure change in Rotor
1 is increased as the spacing is increased. It is about 13% more when the spacing is changed from 10% to 70%. This is for the
flow rate of 4.5 kg/s. In case of rotor 2, the total pressure difference increased the same way as in case of Rotor 1. It is about 7%
more in case of the higher spacing compared with the lowest. Thus, spacing plays role in the amount of energy being converted by
rotors in a turbine stage. With mass flow rate, the total pressure varied systematically, suggesting the deviation in the available
energy for conversion in rotors. Pressure changes are more in case of higher flow rates.
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3.5 Performance with mass flow rate and spacing
Figure 10 shows the variation of efficiency with mass flow rate. At lower mass flow rates, the efficiency does not vary much
with the axial spacing. At mass flow rate of 4.5 kg/s, highest efficiency is obtained at 10% spacing. For the mass flow rate of 3.5
kg/s and less, 30% spacing is giving better performance. It is confirmed that axial spacing plays important role in deciding the
highest performance point based on the flow condition. This aspect is not detailed till now in case of counter rotating turbine.
Figure 11 shows the part played by Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 with respect to the overall stage for all the mass flow rates. The
performance of Rotor 1 decreased with flow rate. Rotor 2 performance increased with flow rate and gets stabilized after a certain
optimum value. Torque obtained from Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 is shown in Fig. 12. Both the rotors showed the same behaviour and
torque obtained increased with flow rate. For lower mass flow rates, torque values changed slightly. At higher flow rates, torque
values changed swiftly.

4. Conclusions
In this work, flow parameters like velocity, pressure and Mach number and performance parameters like torque and efficiency
are studied. Flow along the blade passage at the mid-span locations effectively followed ideal behaviour. Axial velocity
coefficient and Mach number contours showed the three dimensional and complex nature of the flow in CRT. As the spacing is
increased, the total pressure variation in Rotor 1 increased more compared to Rotor 2. In case of rotor exit planes, from hub to tip,
the losses increased gradually, indicating the presence of tip secondary flows. Effect of axial spacing on the flow structure around
the vanes and the performance comparison of both the rotors is discussed here which is not dealt previously. Total pressure losses,
torque obtained from rotors and efficiency varied with respect to spacing and mass flow rate. It is confirmed that the aerodynamic
performance of CRT is dependent on axial spacing and can be optimized for a given configuration.

Nomenclature
Ch
CRT
Cp
η

Chord length [m]
Counter Rotating Turbine
Pressure coefficient,
Efficiency,

x
ΔH
,
,

,

m

Distance along x-axis [m]
Enthalpy change
Mass flow rate (kg/s)
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